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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Kimtek Introduces New MEDLITE™ MTB-11 Skid Unit
Basic, affordable unit turns any UTV into mini-ambulance
Westmore, Vermont, January 8, 2011 –– Kimtek Corporation has introduced the affordable MEDLITE™
Transport Basic (MTB-11) emergency medical rescue slide-in skid unit for UTV vehicles. Designed by
firefighters and emergency medical technicians for use by all public safety agencies, the MEDLITE™
Transport Basic is designed to carry one patient on a long board or a stokes basket and one EMS
attendant. The MTB-11’s universal design fits most UTV 4x4 and 6x6 vehicles such as the Polaris
Ranger, Kubota RTV900, Kawasaki Mule, John Deere Gator and other off road vehicles.
Safety and patient comfort are key during off road rescues. Built for rough terrain and all weather use, the
MTB-11 is made of rugged rust-proof aluminum. This emergency rescue skid unit is designed to quickly
turn any UTV vehicle into a “mini ambulance.” A long board or stokes basket (not included) can be easily
attached to the unit using 10 Velcro D-loop straps which are included. The attendant’s seat with seat belt
is mounted in a fixed position. The MTB-11 comes with an adjustable end point so the unit can accept a
long board or the larger stokes basket.
Whether using the unit for medical rescue or to transport a third passenger during search and rescue
operations, the MEDLITE™ Transport MTB-11 slide-in skid unit will meet the needs and budget for all
public safety agencies.

Kimtek Corporation was founded in 1984 as a research and development company dedicated to
advances in life safety technology in the fire sciences. Kimtek manufactures and markets FIRELITE™
and MEDLITE™ Transport skid units for emergency service UTVs and pick-up trucks. More than 725
units are in service in 49 states and three provinces. For more information, contact Kimtek at 888-5468358 or visit the company Web site at www.kimtekresearch.com
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